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Motor unit function during cold induced thermogenesis in muscle – new perspectives on 

old concepts

Endothermic animals are able to maintain a stable body core temperature in the cold by 

increasing active thermogenesis. While brown fat thermogenesis has recently received 

extensive attention, shivering (sensu lato = heat emanating from contraction of motor 

units as a response to cold), is the only common mechanism of adaptive thermogenesis 

to all endotherms, i.e. mammals and birds.

In the current issue of Acta Physiologica, Lømo et al.1 elucidate the two functional 

components of muscle thermogenesis that are directly caused by contractile activity. 

Using advanced electrophysiological techniques and video recordings they show that 

tonic muscle activity (thermoregulatory muscle tone) is present in all the muscles 

examined already at mild cold exposure in resting rats and that the tone increases 

linearly with cooling. Burst-like activity of motor units and concomitant tremors (shivering 

sensu stricto) only appear at lower ambient temperatures. Also, the alternation in the 

recruited motor units and muscles (“division of labour”) induced by brief movements is 

elegantly demonstrated. An interesting phenomenon was that the thermoregulatory 

muscle tone does not obey the size principle of motor unit recruitment that occurs in 

voluntary contractions. The presence of two forms of electrical activity during muscle 

thermogenesis is well known2, but this study is the first to examine the two processes at 

the level of motor units.A
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It is a bit unfortunate that the thermoregulatory thermogenesis from muscle contractile 

activity was initially named (in many languages), according to the everyday experience of 

humans in cold, as shivering (Kältezittern, frisson thermique, temblores de frío etc.). 

Some authors consider only the burst-type activity resulting in overt tremors (found in 

mammals) as shivering even implying that muscle tone is not thermogenic, while many 

authors lump both forms under the term shivering.3 This study is important in showing 

that both types are clearly activated during cooling and thus essential parts of 

thermogenesis. In some sense, shivering tremors represent only the top of the iceberg of 

muscle contractile thermogenesis.

Why is tonic activity thermogenic? A notable difference between endotherms and 

ectotherms is that postural and other forms of muscle tone are maintained by twitch-type 

fibers in endotherms but slow, non-twitching fibers in ectotherms4. Using twitch-fibers for 

tonic muscle activity is energetically much more expensive as every contraction cycle 

consumes ATP, and is probably one factor in the evolution of muscle thermoregulatory 

thermogenesis and endothermy.5 It also allows for much more rapid control of muscle 

tone level, e.g. postural adjustments which are important for mammalian and avian 

locomotion. Ignoring muscle tone as a thermogenic process is probably based on the 

erroneous idea that it is maintained by true slow fibers.

The authors conclude that tonic and bursting motor unit activity during thermogenesis are 

two completely different phenomena. This is true regarding the neurophysiological 

pattern of motor unit activity, but from a thermoregulatory viewpoint they represent parts 

of the same continuum: when more motor units are activated, more heat is produced. In 

mammals, the motor unit properties and their metabolic profiles probably dictate this dual 

pattern, which is actually reflected in the fuel use of muscle thermogenesis: more lipids 

are combusted during the “pre-shivering” tonic phase, while carbohydrates dominate as a 

fuel during bursting activity.6 Some muscles (soleus) are oxidative enough to maintain a 

tonic mode of thermogenesis even at lower temperatures. In birds, endothermy and 

shivering apparently evolved separately from mammals. This is reflected in the motor unit 

function: it can be continuous or intermittent but always occurs tonically, with a smooth 

crescendo of motor unit activity and without overt tremors with decreasing ambient 

temperature. In avian physiology, it is customary to denote this as shivering.3A
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The authors note that some tonic activity was present at temperatures that are 

considered to reside in the thermoneutral zone (TNZ) of rats. Thus they discuss whether 

we need a redefinition of TNZ based on motor unit firing. However, from an energetic 

viewpoint it is the actual energy expenditure, measured e.g. by oxygen consumption or 

total heat production at constant body temperature, that defines TNZ. Many of the 

muscles studied here have also postural functions, which probably explains their low 

level activity at TNZ. Also small alterations in central or peripheral temperatures may 

induce such activity.

This study is also a sobering note to various hypotheses of the so-called non-shivering 

(i.e. contraction-independent) thermogenesis in muscle. It is clear that the absence of 

overt shivering is not evidence for the absence of contractile thermogenesis in muscle. 

The absence of muscle electrical activity should be always verified by 

electrophysiological methods.7 Furthermore, as shown by Lømo et al., any adjustments in 

thermogenesis must closely track the minute-to-minute variations in ambient temperature 

and also heat from activity and feeding. It is difficult to envision how a purely biochemical 

futile cycle could be controlled with such fidelity. Thermogenesis by motor unit 

contractions or uncoupling in brown fat easily fulfils this requirement as the final pathways 

are through alpha-motoneurons and sympathetic nervous system, respectively. 

In summary, this paper revives our understanding on the importance of muscle 

contractile activity as a mechanism of adaptive thermogenesis. Methodologically, this 

paper opens new avenues of studying the neuronal regulation of muscle thermogenesis 

and the quantitative contribution of this process to local tissue and core temperature 

control, employing for instance isolated limb and whole-body metabolic and 

thermodynamic models8,9. Notwithstanding this view to the future, the present study 

offers new perspectives on the “hidden” component of muscle contractile thermogenesis 

traditionally conceptualised as shivering. The semantic problem of whether we should 

define all such activity as shivering is likely to remain, though.   
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